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A B S T R A C T

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), as the fifth most common malignant cancer, develops and progresses mostly in
a cirrhotic liver where stiff nodules are separated by fibrous bands. Scaffolds that can provide a 3D cirrhotic
mechanical environment with complex native composition and biomimetic architecture are necessary for the
development of better predictive tissue models. Here, we developed photocrosslinkable liver decellularized
extracellular matrix (dECM) and a rapid light-based 3D bioprinting process to pattern liver dECM with tailorable
mechanical properties to serve as a platform for HCC progression study. 3D bioprinted liver dECM scaffolds were
able to stably recapitulate the clinically relevant mechanical properties of cirrhotic liver tissue. When en-
capsulated in dECM scaffolds with cirrhotic stiffness, HepG2 cells demonstrated reduced growth along with an
upregulation of invasion markers compared to healthy controls. Moreover, an engineered cancer tissue platform
possessing tissue-scale organization and distinct regional stiffness enabled the visualization of HepG2 stromal
invasion from the nodule with cirrhotic stiffness. This work demonstrates a significant advancement in rapid 3D
patterning of complex ECM biomaterials with biomimetic architecture and tunable mechanical properties for in
vitro disease modeling.

1. Introduction

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is ranked as the fifth most common
malignant cancer and the second most frequent cause of cancer related
mortality worldwide [1]. Over 80% of HCCs develop and progress in
the form of advanced liver fibrosis or cirrhosis, which is characterized
by the development of stiff hepatocellular nodules surrounded by fi-
brous bands [2,3]. HCC development and progression are strongly af-
fected by the liver extracellular matrix (ECM) stiffness and correlated to
stiffness values greater than that of healthy liver parenchyma [4,5]. In
addition, the progression of HCC also involves invasion of tumor tissue
into the fibrous septa [6]. Traditional approaches to study HCC pro-
gression involved simply regulating 2D substrate stiffness, which,
however, is not representative of the 3D mechanical environment in
native liver and therefore could incur results inconsistent with those
from 3D approaches [7–11]. Current studies examining the liver

mechanical properties with 3D matrix models, however, do not reflect
the clinically reported stiffness range and the microarchitecture of
cirrhotic liver and thus provide less insightful results in understanding
HCC progression under diseased conditions [9,12]. In addition to the
importance of a relevant 3D mechanical environment, the biomaterial
used to study cancer progression has also been shown to play an im-
portant role in regulating cancer growth and proliferation [13]. Current
hydrogel matrices used to modulate stiffness, including alginate and
gelatin [9,12], lack the biochemical cues inherent in the native liver
ECM. Therefore, a biomimetic platform combining liver ECM as a
tissue-specific biomaterial and a 3D mechanical environment with
tissue-scale organization relevant to diseased liver is critical in studying
the biomechanical contributions of the cirrhotic environment on HCC
growth and invasion.

Native liver ECM is composed of a wide range of proteins, collagens,
glycosaminoglycans, and growth factors that could provide a complex
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microenvironment to better support liver cell viability and functionality
compared to simple protein matrices used in current 2D or 3D cell
culture systems [14–16]. More importantly, it has been widely estab-
lished that liver decellularized extracellular matrix (dECM) supports
liver progenitor differentiation as well as hepatocyte and HCC cell line
culture, and is regarded as a promising naturally-derived biomaterial
for in vitro liver cell culture [17–19]. To date, the use of liver dECM in in
vitro cell culture is largely limited to 2D coatings or 3D gels in simple
geometries [19–21], which lack a biomimetic design that mimics HCC
nodule surrounded by fibrous bands. In addition, the lack of methods
tuning the mechanical property of dECM materials restrain their ap-
plication to pathological conditions where tissue architecture and me-
chanical properties are both important in affecting disease progression.
Digital light processing (DLP)-based 3D bioprinting, with the capability
to pattern a wide range of functional elements including live cells,
biomolecules, and nanoparticles provides superior speed for the fabri-
cation of complex 3D geometries and precise control over material
properties [22–24]. Here we present a DLP-based rapid 3D bioprinting
approach to fabricate cellularized liver dECM-based scaffolds with
tunable mechanical properties to serve as a platform for studying the
effects of pathologically relevant 3D matrix stiffness on HCC progres-
sion and invasion. Furthermore, we demonstrated a novel proof-of-
concept cancer tissue platform with a biomimetic fibrous septa design
to visualize HepG2 cell invasive behavior that was consistent with our
findings at the genetic level.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report for DLP-based
3D bioprinting of liver dECM-based hydrogels with tunable mechanical
properties for HCC growth and invasion study in a pathological me-
chanical environment. This in vitro dECM-based 3D biomimetic liver
platform can be used to study the behavior of various liver cancer cells
under specific fibrotic environments to help elucidate disease me-
chanisms in biological studies and for applications in preclinical drug
screening.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Liver decellularization

Fresh porcine liver was sourced from three month old healthy
Yorkshire pigs (40–45 kg) supplied by S&S Farms (Ramona, CA), which
is an approved vendor by the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee (IACUC) at the University of California San Diego (UCSD).
The pigs were euthanized with an overdose of pentobarbital and the
fresh liver tissues were immediately harvested and transported on ice to
the lab. Excess blood was rinsed and tissues were stored in D-PBS
supplemented with 1% (vol/vol) antibiotic/antimycotic (ABAM)
(ThermoFisher Scientific) at −80 °C prior to decellularization. All steps
from tissue procurement to storage was performed within 2–3 h of
harvesting to ensure preservation of tissue integrity and quality. For all
experiments, at least three entire livers were pooled and processed into
liver dECM to minimize potential batch-to-batch variations.

To prepare the liver decellularized extracellular matrix (dECM), all
steps were performed in an incubator shaker set at 37 °C and 120 rpm
and all solutions were supplemented with 1% (vol/vol) ABAM and
0.01mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) (Sigma Aldrich).
Frozen liver tissues were thawed and minced finely with scissors into
0.5 cm3 pieces. The minced liver was then subjected to three cycles of
freeze thaw with 2 h washes in hypotonic solution in between. The
tissues were then rinsed three times with 1X D-PBS for 30min each and
washed in 1% (wt/vol) sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) (Sigma Aldrich) in
D-PBS for 48 h with 2–3 solution changes per day until white in ap-
pearance. The resulting tissue was rinsed thoroughly in deionized water
for an additional 24 h with 2–3 solution changes per day and stored in
70% (vol/vol) ethanol at 4 °C until further use.

2.2. Histological and immunohistochemical (IHC) staining of liver dECM

To visualize residual cellular material and microarchitecture, liver
dECM and native liver controls were prepared by fixing in 4% (wt/vol)
paraformaldehyde (PFA) buffer solution (Wako) overnight at 4 °C fol-
lowed by rinsing three times in 1X D-PBS and immersing in 70% (vol/
vol) ethanol. The tissues were then paraffin embedded, sectioned at
5 μm thickness, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). Images
were taken using a Keyence BZ-9000 microscope with multicolor CCD
camera.

IHC staining was used to visualize the presence of key ECM com-
ponents post liver decellularization. Unfixed liver dECM samples were
prepared by immersing in 30% (wt/vol) sucrose solution overnight and
cryoembedded in Tissue-Tek® O.C.T compound (VWR). Samples were
then cryosectioned at 10 μm thickness and incubated for 1 h at room
temperature in blocking solution prepared from 10% (vol/vol) goat
serum (Vector Laboratories) in 1X D-PBS with 0.2% (vol/vol) Tween 20
(Spectrum Chemicals). Next, the sections were stained with the fol-
lowing primary antibodies diluted in blocking solution: monoclonal
mouse anti-collagen I (1:2000, Abcam), polyclonal rabbit anti-collagen
IV (1:100, Abcam), monoclonal mouse anti-fibronectin (1:100, Abcam),
and polyclonal rabbit anti-laminin (1:100, Abcam). Collagen I antibody
was incubated at room temperature for 1 h while collagen IV antibody
was incubated for 1 h at 37 °C. Fibronectin and laminin antibodies were
incubated at 4 °C overnight. Afterwards, the sections were rinsed three
times with 1X D-PBS and incubated for 1 h at room temperature with
the following secondary antibodies both diluted in blocking solution:
CF647 donkey anti-rabbit IgG (H + L) (1:200, Biotium) and CF647
donkey anti-mouse IgG (H + L) (1:200, Biotium). The sections were
rinsed again three times with 1X D-PBS and mounted with Fluoroshield
Mounting Medium (Abcam). No primary controls were included on
each slide and native tissue controls were used to verify the specificity
of each antibody. Fluorescent images were taken using a Leica DMI
6000-B microscope.

2.3. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of liver dECM ultrastructure

For qualitative assessment of the preserved liver dECM ultra-
structure, samples were prepared by gradual dehydration in ethanol
followed by chemical drying in hexamethyldisilazane (Sigma Aldrich)
overnight. The dried samples were then sputtered with iridium for 7 s
and imaged using a Zeiss Sigma 500 scanning electron microscope.

2.4. Quantification of dsDNA, GAG, and collagen content

To prepare the samples for dsDNA and glycosaminoglycan (GAG)
quantification, 50mg of lyophilized liver dECM or native liver control
was measured and placed into a 1.5mL eppendorf tube. Then 1mL of
papain digest solution composed of 0.1mg/mL papain (Sigma-Aldrich)
in 0.2M sodium phosphate buffer solution (pH 6.4) was added to each
sample. The samples were then digested at 65 °C for 20 h with periodic
vortexing, followed by centrifugation at 10,000 rpm for 10min. The
supernatant was collected and used to measure the residual dsDNA
content with the Quant-iT™ PicoGreen dsDNA (ThermoFisher
Scientific) and the GAG content with the Blyscan™ Glycosaminoglycan
Kit (Biocolor), respectively, according to the manufacturer's protocols.

To quantifying the residual collagen content, 10mg of lyophilized
liver dECM or native liver control was measured and placed into a
1.5 mL polypropylene tube. Next, 100 μL of deionized water was added
and vortexed on high for 30 s to homogenize the sample followed by the
addition of 100 μL of 12M HCl (MilliporeSigma). The samples were
vortexed briefly and hydrolyzed for 3 h at 120 °C followed by cen-
trifugation at 10,000 rpm for 10min. The supernatant was collected
and used to quantify the collagen content using the Hydroxyproline
Assay Kit (Sigma-Aldrich) according the manufacturer's methods.
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2.5. Preparation of liver dECM and collagen I solutions

To prepare the liver dECM solution, the liver dECM was deconta-
minated by washing in 70% (vol/vol) ethanol for 24 h in an incubator
shaker. Sterile deionized water was then used to rinse the tissue of re-
sidual ethanol for another 24 h prior to freezing and lyophilization for
48 h. Using a Restch™ MM400 mixer mill, the lyophilized liver dECM or
collagen I (Sigma-Aldrich) was loaded into the milling chamber con-
taining two 10mm stainless steel milling balls, immersed in liquid ni-
trogen for 3min, and cryomilled for 2min. Following this, the liver
dECM or collagen I powder (10mg/mL, Sigma-Aldrich) was solubilized
using pepsin (Sigma-Aldrich) at 1mg/mL in 0.1 M HCl for 24 h at room
temperature on a bench-top shaker. The solution was then neutralized
with NaOH then frozen and lyophilized overnight. Next, the lyophilized
solutions were cryomilled again by immersing in liquid nitrogen for
3min and cryomilled for 2min to yield a fine powder that can be
readily reconstituted.

2.6. Material synthesis and prepolymer solution preparation

GelMA was synthesized according to the procedures reported in
previous publications [22,23]. In brief, porcine skin gelatin type A
(Sigma Aldrich) was mixed at 10% (wt/vol) in D-PBS without calcium
and magnesium (Life Technologies) and stirred at a temperature of
60 °C. After gelatin was fully dissolved, methacrylic anhydride (MA)
(Sigma Aldrich) was added to the gelatin solution to reach a con-
centration of 8% (vol/vol). The mixture was then stirred for 3 h at a
temperature of 60 °C, followed by a dilution with warm D-PBS. To re-
move the unreacted MA groups from the solution, it was then dialyzed
against distilled water using dialysis tubing (13.5-kDa cutoff; Spectrum
Laboratories) for a week at 45 °C. Following dialysis, GelMA solution
was frozen overnight at −80 °C and lyophilized in a freeze dryer
(Labconco) until further use.

Lithium phenyl-2,4,6 trimethylbenzoylphosphinate (LAP) was used
as a photoinitiator for our light-based bioprinting process. It was syn-
thesized according to previous publications [22,23]. Dimethyl phenyl-
phosphonite (3.0 g; Sigma Aldrich) was continuously stirred while an
equimolar amount of 2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl chloride (3.2 g, Acros
Organics) was added dropwise. The reaction mixture was stirred for
18 h under argon at room temperature, and then it was heated to 50 °C.
A four-fold excess of lithium bromide (6.1 g; Sigma Aldrich) in 100mL
of 2-butanone (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to the mixture. The reaction
was continued with constant stirring for another 10min while a white
solid was precipitated. The mixture was cooled to room temperature,
and maintained at the temperature for 4 h. The precipitates were fil-
tered and washed 3 times with 2-butanone to remove unreacted lithium
bromide. The product was dried by vacuum.

To prepare a stock of prepolymer solution, freeze-dried GelMA foam
was weighed and dissolved into 1.8% (wt/vol) LAP solution in D-PBS to
form a 15% (wt/vol) GelMA prepolymer stock solution. The stock so-
lution was sterilized by syringe filters (Millipore), aliquoted, and stored
at 4 °C in the dark. Before bioprinting, the stock prepolymer solution
was diluted with D-PBS to form 10% (wt/vol) GelMA prepolymer so-
lution with 1.2% (wt/vol) LAP. Next, the cryomilled liver dECM or
collagen I powder was reconstituted to with 1X D-PBS to 100 mg/mL
stock solution. The GelMA and liver dECM or collagen I stock solutions
were then mixed in a 1:1 ratio by volume to yield a final solution
concentration of 5% (wt/vol) GelMA + 5% (wt/vol) liver dECM or
collagen I + 0.6% (wt/vol) LAP for subsequent printing.

2.7. HepG2 maintenance and cell suspension preparation

HepG2 cell line was purchased from ATCC and maintained in
DMEM (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with 10% (vol/vol) fetal bovine
serum (FBS) (Gibco). Cells were passaged every four days upon 80–90%
confluence using 0.25% (vol/vol) Trypsin-EDTA (Thermo Fisher

Scientific). Prior to bioprinting, cells were dissociated using 0.25%
(vol/vol) Trypsin-EDTA and counted with a hemacytometer. A cell
suspension in growth medium at 2.5 million cells per mL was prepared
and 50 μL was aliquoted into each 1.5 mL centrifuge tube. Immediately
before printing, cell aliquots were pelleted by centrifugation at 200 rpm
for 3min and the supernatant was carefully removed. The cell aliquots
were placed on ice and used within 2 h. Immediately prior to printing,
50 μL of pre-warmed prepolymer solution was added to each cell ali-
quot and gently mixed prior to loading into the printing chamber.

2.8. Bioprinting of acellular and cell embedded hexagonal constructs

Rapid 3D bioprinting of hexagonal constructs with and without cells
was carried out using a digital micromirror device (DMD)-based system.
This custom built printing platform consists of a LED light source at
365 nm (Hamamatsu), a DMD chip (DLP Technology of Texas
Instruments), aligning optics, and a movable stage controlled by a
motion controller (Newport). The digital pattern of the hexagon was
designed in Adobe Photoshop and loaded to the DMD chip before
bioprinting.

For printing an acellular construct, the 5% (wt/vol) GelMA – 5%
(wt/vol) dECM prepolymer solution was loaded to the space between a
methacrylated coverslip fixed on the motion controller stage and a fixed
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) layer, and then polymerized into a hex-
agonal construct following light exposure. For printing a construct with
cells encapsulated, the 5% (wt/vol) GelMA – 5% (wt/vol) dECM pre-
polymer solution was added to the cell pellet to resuspend the cells in
prepolymer solution. This cell-material mixture was then loaded to the
same space between a methacrylated coverslip fixed on the motion
controller stage and a fixed PDMS layer, and then polymerized into a
hexagonal construct following light exposure. The height of the con-
struct was controlled by the motion controller and set to be around
200 μm. Bioprinted constructs were then rinsed once in D-PBS solution,
followed by another rinse in medium and incubation in medium at
37 °C and 5% CO2. Medium was replaced the next day following bio-
printing and then every other day.

2.9. Mechanical property measurements

Bioprinted acellular and cell embedded constructs were tested for
their mechanical properties at 24 h, 72 h, and 7 day time points. The
samples were incubated at 37 °C and 5% CO2 following bioprinting
until the measurement time points. Mechanical property measurements
of the samples were carried out using a commercially available
MicroSquisher (CellScale). Before recording measurements, each
sample was preconditioned by compressing at 4 μm/s to remove hys-
teresis caused by internal friction. The compression test was conducted
at 10% strain with a 2 μm/s strain rate. The elastic modulus was then
calculated using an in-house MATLAB code with the force and dis-
placement data collected from the SquisherJoy software.

2.10. Molecular diffusion assessment

TRITC-dextran of molecular weight 4.4 kDa and 60–85 kDa (Sigma)
were resuspended in D-PBS at a concentration of 0.5mg/mL 3D printed
liver dECM-based scaffolds were incubated in TRITC-dextran solutions
at 37 °C for 0, 1, 10, 30 and 60min then rinsed and imaged using a
fluorescence microscope. Intensity profiles of samples were generated
using ImageJ and plotted using MATLAB. Average intensity from each
intensity profile was computed and compared across conditions.

2.11. Viability evaluation and analysis

Viability evaluation of HepG2 cells encapsulated in scaffolds of
various stiffness was performed using commercially available Live/
Dead™ Viability/Cytotoxicity kit (Life Technologies) based on calcein
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AM and ethidium homodimer-1 (EthD-1). Staining was carried out at
24 h, 72 h, and 7 day time points following bioprinting. Samples were
washed once with D-PBS following culture medium removal and then
incubated with 2 μM calcein AM and 4 μM EthD-1 solution at 37 °C for
15min. Imaging acquisition by a Leica DMI 6000B microscope (Leica
Microsystems) using a 5× objective was immediately carried out fol-
lowing incubation. ImageJ (National Institutes of Health) was used to
view and merge channels. For the quantification of live cell percentage
in cell suspension used immediately before the bioprinting process,
HepG2 cells were enzymatically detached from culture flask, cen-
trifuged and resuspended in culture medium, aliquoted into 1.5 mL
centrifuge tubes and stored on ice for 30–60min. Then cell suspension
was mixed with trypan blue and live and dead cells were counted using
hemocytometer.

2.12. Immunofluorescence staining and imaging of printed cell-embedded
scaffolds

Samples were fixed in 4% (wt/vol) PFA solution (Wako) for
15min at room temperature. Before imaging, fixed samples were
blocked and permeabilized using 2% (wt/vol) bovine serum albumin
(BSA) (Gemini Bio-Products) solution with 0.1% (vol/vol) Triton X-100
(Promega) for 1 h at room temperature. For human albumin and E-
cadherin staining, samples were incubated with mouse monoclonal
antibodies against human E-cadherin (1:100; Abcam) and rabbit
monoclonal antibodies against human albumin (1:100; Abcam) over-
night at 4 °C. Following primary antibody incubation, samples were
washed three times with D-PBS at room temperature. Secondary anti-
body incubation was carried out using fluorophore-conjugated anti-IgG
antibodies (1:200, Biotium) in 2% (wt/wt) BSA (Gemini Bio-Products)
solution for 1 h at room temperature. Hoechst 33342 (1:2000; Life
Technologies) nucleus counterstain was also performed simultaneously
with the secondary antibody incubation. Fluorescently stained samples
were stored in D-PBS with 0.05% (wt/vol) sodium azide (Alfa Aesar) at
4 °C after washing three times with D-PBS. Samples were imaged within
one week of staining.

2.13. RNA isolation and reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction
(RT-PCR)

HepG2 cells cultured as 2D monolayer in flasks were firstly pelleted
then treated with ice cold TRIzol reagent (Ambion, Life Technologies)
for 5min and stored in −80 °C freezer before RNA extraction.
Bioprinted samples were firstly broken down to smaller pieces using
pipette tips to expose embedded cells. The broken samples were then
treated with ice cold TRIzol and pipetted for 5min before storage in
−80 °C fridge. Total RNA from each TRIzol sample was isolated using
Direct-zol RNA MiniPrep Kit (Zymo Research) according to the manu-
facturer's instruction. Extracted RNA samples were stored in −80 °C
freezer before RT-PCR experiments.

Reverse transcription was carried out to synthesize cDNA using
PhotoScript® first strand cDNA synthesis kit (New England BioLabs)
according to manufacturer's instruction. Real-time RT-PCR was per-
formed using KAPA SYBR Fast qPCR kit (KAPA Biosystems) with spe-
cific primers (Integrated DNA Technologies) and detected by StepOne™
Real-Time PCR System (ThermoFisher). Relative quantification was
carried out based on the threshold cycle (Ct) of each sample and the
values were normalized against the housekeeping gene, glyceraldehyde
3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH).

2.14. Bioprinting of a liver cancer tissue platform for invasion study

Rapid 3D bioprinting of a liver cancer tissue platform was carried
out using the same DMD-based bioprinting platform as described in the
above section. Three hexagons of HepG2 cells, each consisting of cells
tracked with a specific fluorescence color to distinguish the matrix

stiffness were printed. These steps were followed by a final print of the
fibrous septa in between the hexagons. Prior to printing, three digital
patterns of the hexagon and one pattern of fibrous septa were designed
in Adobe Photoshop and loaded into the DMD chip. One day before
printing, three flasks of HepG2 cells were tracked using CellTracker™
green CMFDA dye (5 μM, 1 h incubation), CellTracker™ orange CMTMR
dye (5 μM, 1 h incubation), and Qtracker™ 705 cell labeling kit (15 nM,
overnight incubation) respectively to label live cells with a specific
color. Cells tracked by Qtracker™ 705 dye (imaged as in red pseudo
color) were encapsulated in the soft matrix, cells tracked by green
CMFDA dye (imaged as in green pseudo color) were encapsulated in the
matrix of medium stiffness, cells tracked with orange CMTMR dye
(imaged as in yellow pseudo color) were encapsulated in the stiffmatrix
representative of cirrhotic liver modulus.

On the day of printing, HepG2 cells of each color were digested and
aliquoted as described in the previous section for cell suspension pre-
paration. The 5% (wt/vol) GelMA – 5% (wt/vol) dECM prepolymer
solution was added to the cell pellet to resuspend the cells in pre-
polymer solution. Next, 20 μL of the cell-material mixture with one
tracking color was pipetted into the space between a methacrylated
coverslip fixed on the motion controller stage and a fixed PDMS layer
and then polymerized into a hexagonal construct following light ex-
posure. The printed construct was rinsed with sterile D-PBS, aspirated
dry, and the next cell-material mixture was loaded to the same space to
print. The rinsing and printing was repeated one more time to print the
third cell embedded hexagon. Following the printing of cells tracked
with all three colors, 5% (wt/vol) GelMA – 5% (wt/vol) collagen I
prepolymer solution was added to the stage and the fibrous septa-like
structure was printed in between the hexagons. The height of the entire
construct was controlled by the motion controller and set to be around
200 μm. The bioprinted constructs were then rinsed once in D-PBS,
followed by another rinse in medium and incubation in medium at
37 °C and 5% CO2. Medium was replaced the next day following bio-
printing and then every other day.

2.15. Image acquisition and processing

Brightfield and fluorescence images of the bioprinted samples were
acquired with a Leica DMI 6000B microscope (Leica Microsystems)
using a 5× objectives. Confocal immunofluorescence images were ac-
quired with a 40X, 0.8N.A. water-immersion objective attached to an
Olympus FV1000 microscope (Olympus America, Inc.). ImageJ
(National Institutes of Health) was used to merge channels, perform z-
projection, render 3D reconstruction, and carry out measurements for
confocal images and stacks.

2.16. Quantification of viability and spheroid size

Cell viability was analyzed by using ImageJ based on the images
taken by Leica DMI 6000B microscope. Fluorescent channels showing
live (green) and dead (red) cells were merged. Live cells and dead cells
were counted and the percent of live cells were calculated based on the
counts. The spheroid size was quantified using previously described
approach [22]. In brief, ImageJ was used to generate a z-projection
image from the z-stacks of HepG2 cell spheroids within the bioprinted
model. The diameters of the spheroids in the z-projection image were
measured in the direction of 0, 45, 90, and 135° by ImageJ and aver-
aged for comparison. Three individual samples were used for each
condition.

2.17. Quantification of HepG2 cell outgrowth

Fluorescence images of HepG2 cells tracked in each color (re-
presenting each matrix stiffness) on day 1, 3 and 7 were taken by Leica
microscope as described in the above section. During the analysis of
each sample, a hexagonal outline was drawn using the polygon
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selection tool in ImageJ on the bright field image to select out one
hexagon. This hexagonal outline was then restored in the corresponding
fluorescence channel and used to clear out all fluorescence signals
within the hexagon. The total area of the outgrown cells in this tracked
color was then measured using the particle analysis tool in ImageJ.
These steps were repeated for each fluorescence channel to quantify the
total outgrowth area of cells from each of the three hexagons. Five
individual samples were used for each condition per time point.

2.18. Statistical analysis

Sample populations were compared using two-tailed Student's t-test
when there were two conditions for comparison. In the case of com-
paring three conditions together, sample populations were compared
using one-way ANOVA. P value smaller than 0.05 was used as the
threshold for statistical significance. Data points on the graphs re-
present mean values with error bars representing standard error of the
mean. All statistical analysis was done using GraphPad Prism version
6.0 (GraphPad Software).

3. Results

3.1. Rapid 3D bioprinting of liver dECM hydrogel with key liver ECM
components

To develop photocrosslinkable liver dECM-based hydrogel materials
for DLP-based rapid 3D bioprinting, liver dECM was combined with
photocrosslinkable gelatin methacrylate (GelMA) to produce a prin-
table solution. The liver decellularization process involved sequential
steps of detergent-based washing, pepsin solubilization, freeze drying,
and cryomilling to produce a fine liver dECM powder that can be re-
constituted upon use (Fig. 1A i-vi). The process to remove cellular
content was optimized to preserve the ultrastructure of the native ECM
as well as collagen fibrils and key ECM constituents (Fig. 1B). The ab-
sence of nuclear staining in the H&E stained sections showed the suc-
cessful removal of cells. Additional DNA quantification of the liver
dECM demonstrated a negligible amount of residual DNA of less than
50 ng/mg dry weight [25], which further confirms the successful re-
moval of cellular content (Figure S1A, Supporting Information). Fol-
lowing this, the preservation of major ECM constituents was assessed
for the liver dECM. The optimized decellularization process was able to
retain approximately 30% of GAG content in the liver dECM compared
to that of native liver (Figure S1B, Supporting Information). Moreover,
after decellularization the collagen content was enriched in the liver
dECM relative to the native liver control (Figure S1C, Supporting In-
formation). The liver dECM solution was then mixed with GelMA pre-
polymer to form a photocrosslinkable hydrogel solution for rapid 3D
bioprinting. Here, our DLP-based 3D bioprinter that uses a digital mi-
cromirror device (DMD) chip to generate layered, digital optical pat-
terns for photopolymerization was used to fabricate liver dECM-based
scaffolds with user defined design (Fig. 1C). More specifically, a hex-
agonal digital pattern with dimensions adjusted to approximate the size
of one liver lobule (1 mm diameter) was used for printing the dECM-
based scaffolds (Fig. 1D). The printed constructs were stained and vi-
sualized for the presence of key ECM components. Overall, the dECM-
GelMA hydrogels showed positive staining of collagen I, collagen IV,
fibronectin, and laminin similar to those observed in the liver dECM
stains (Fig. 1E).

Together, we showed successful removal of cellular content while
preserving key liver ECM components in the liver dECM hydrogel.
Combining liver dECM with GelMA produced a photocrosslinkable so-
lution that can be readily printed into hexagonal lobule shapes using
DLP-based rapid 3D bioprinting.

3.2. Photocrosslinked liver dECM-based scaffold supports HCC culture in
vitro

Upon successful liver decellularization to produce a photo-
crosslinkable dECM-based hydrogel, in vitro culture studies using
HepG2 cells, a widely used HCC line, were performed to examine the
cell viability and liver-specific gene expression of encapsulated cells.
Here, we compared the culture of HepG2 cells using liver dECM-based
scaffolds to collagen I-based scaffolds and GelMA scaffolds, which have
been commonly used in in vitro liver cell culture and for creating tissue
engineered liver constructs [22,26]. To eliminate possible effects con-
tributed by the scaffold mechanical properties on HepG2 cell viability
and expression profile, the stiffness of all three scaffolds were kept
within the healthy liver range (Figure S2, Supporting Information).
Viability studies demonstrated by Live/Dead™ staining of the HepG2
cells over 7 days showed a similar level of viability in the liver dECM
and collagen I-based scaffolds, however, a lower number of live cells
were observed in the GelMA scaffolds at the 3-day and 7-day time
points (Fig. 2A). Fluorescence images of HepG2 cells cultured in each of
the three groups all showed positive staining for both albumin (ALB)
and E-cadherin (ECAD), suggesting that all three types of scaffolds
supported albumin production and epithelial cell junction formation
(Fig. 2B). Furthermore, a significantly lower expression of the pro-
liferation marker gene MKI67 in cells cultured in GelMA was observed
when compared to the liver dECM-based and collagen I-based scaffolds
at 7 days (Fig. 2C), which is consistent with the observed lower viability
stains in the GelMA samples at 7 days. There was also a trend for higher
expression of the metabolic markers ALB and AFP in cells cultured in
liver dECM-based scaffolds than those in other two groups (Fig. 2C).
Collectively, these results demonstrate that the addition of liver dECM
and collagen into the GelMA scaffolds better supported the viability of
HepG2 cells compared to GelMA scaffolds alone, and that liver dECM-
based scaffolds supported the highest level of expression of prolifera-
tion and metabolic markers overall.

3.3. Tuning the mechanical properties of 3D printed dECM-based scaffolds
with negligible impacts on molecular diffusion

The improved viability and gene expression of HepG2 cells in the
printed liver dECM-based scaffolds encouraged us to further explore the
possibility of creating scaffolds with well-defined mechanical proper-
ties. We first investigated the relationship between printing conditions
and scaffold mechanical property using our rapid 3D bioprinter. By
varying the exposure time regionally, mechanical properties can be
easily changed within the same construct (Fig. 3A). Similarly, scaffolds
of uniform mechanical property can be printed using the corresponding
exposure time (Fig. 3B). Mechanical testing measurements of the liver
dECM-based constructs demonstrated a positive linear relationship
between stiffness and exposure time as shown in Fig. 3C. In particular,
three different exposure times of 10 s, 20 s, and 40 s were chosen to
produce scaffolds with stiffness values of approximately 0.5 kPa, 5 kPa
and 15 kPa, which each corresponds to the softer than healthy range
(soft), healthy liver range (medium), and cirrhotic range (stiff), re-
spectively [27]. Using these printing conditions, both acellular and cell-
embedded scaffolds were fabricated and stiffness measurements were
performed to determine the stability of the scaffolds across the 7-day
culture period (Fig. 3B). In this case, the changes in stiffness over 7 days
were not significant for all conditions in scaffolds with and without cells
(Fig. 3D and E). Furthermore, diffusion profiles of fluorescent dextran
molecules (4.4 kDa and 60–85 kDa respectively) into the printed con-
structs were compared between the soft, medium and stiff scaffolds
over time (Figure S3, Supporting Information). No significant differ-
ences were observed in the amount of diffusion into each of the scaf-
folds at each time point (Fig. 3F and G). This indicated that increasing
stiffness posed no significant impact on the diffusion of molecules with
sizes larger than most growth factors. Overall, these results demonstrate
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that the rapid 3D bioprinting of liver dECM-based scaffolds provided a
robust and stable mechanical environment for HepG2 cells over the
entire culture period.

3.4. HCC demonstrated reduced proliferation and increased invasion
potential in cirrhotic dECM scaffolds

To better understand how varying liver dECM-based matrix stiffness
affects liver cancer cell growth and invasion potential, we characterized
the viability, spheroid formation, and gene expression of encapsulated
HepG2 cells. First, Live/Dead™ staining was performed on all three
stiffness groups one day following printing (Fig. 4A). Quantification of
live cell number showed greater than 80% viability in all groups with
no significant difference between samples printed using different ex-
posure times and with pre-printing cell suspension, which verified that
the fabrication conditions did not negatively impact initial cell viability
(Fig. 4B). Next, the cell viability and growth of HepG2 cells in the
bioprinted liver dECM-based scaffolds of different stiffness were then
monitored over 7 days (Fig. 4A). For scaffolds with soft and medium
stiffness, cellular aggregation and spheroid formation was observed 3
days post printing with increasing spheroid size during the entire cul-
ture period. In contrast, only a few small aggregates were formed by

HepG2 cells cultured in the stiff scaffolds. Measurements of the
spheroid size for each stiffness group confirmed that a significantly
higher growth of HepG2 cells was observed when cultured in the soft
and medium scaffolds compared to minimal growth in the stiff dECM-
based scaffolds (Fig. 4C).

To further confirm these observations, the expression of prolifera-
tion, apoptosis markers, and common liver-specific markers were in-
vestigated on day 7 of culture. No significant differences in expression
for all markers was observed between cells cultured in soft and medium
scaffolds. However, a significantly lower expression in the MKI67, ALB,
and AFP was observed in HepG2 cells cultured in the stiff scaffolds
along with a higher expression of the apoptosis marker CASP8
(Fig. 4D). These results demonstrated that HepG2 cells exhibited a
lower viability and slower growth when cultured in the stiff dECM-
based scaffolds, and showed that a cirrhotic matrix stiffness sig-
nificantly downregulated the expression of the liver-specific markers
ALB and AFP.

Following the investigation of cancer cell growth, the impact of
dECM-based scaffold stiffness on the migration and invasion potential
of encapsulated HepG2 cells was assessed. The expression of insulin-like
growth factor 2 (IGF2), which encodes for the angiogenesis factor that
could accelerate tumor progression [28], was significantly higher in

Fig. 1. 3D bioprinting of photocrosslinkable liver dECM-based hydrogel with key liver ECM components. (A) Decellularization of porcine liver and processing
into a printable solution: i) fresh liver tissue, ii) liver dECM, iii) lyophilized liver dECM, iv) cryomilled liver dECM, v) pepsin solubilized liver dECM, vi) liver dECM-
GelMA prepolymer solution to print liver dECM-based scaffolds. (B) Representative H&E stains and SEM images of the native liver and liver dECM showing full
decellularization via removal of cells (scale bar= 100 μm) and preservation of intact collagen fibrils and ultrastructure (scale bar= 10 μm). (C) Schematic diagram
showing the bioprinting of the dECM-based hexagonal scaffolds. (D) Digital pattern designed for bioprinting and the bright field image showing printed scaffolds
using the pattern (scale bar= 500 μm). (E) Fluorescence images showing positive staining of collagen I, collagen IV, fibronectin, and laminin in pure liver dECM
material and dECM-based scaffolds (scale bar= 200 μm).
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HepG2 cells cultured in the stiff scaffolds as compared to the soft and
medium scaffolds after 7 days (Fig. 4E). Additionally, the expression of
major matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) MMP2 and MMP9 involved in
HCC invasion were also upregulated in the stiff scaffolds as compared to
the soft and medium conditions. Furthermore, a significantly higher
expression of Twist-related protein 1 (TWIST1), which is correlated
with HCC metastasis through the induction of epithelial-to-mesench-
ymal transition (EMT) [29], was observed in HepG2 cells cultured in
the stiff and medium scaffolds (Fig. 4E). Together, these results de-
monstrated that a stiffer dECM-based scaffold induced an upregulation
of genes encoded for ECM degradation enzymes and key transcriptional
factors involved in EMT, which suggest a higher migration and invasion
potential in these liver cancer cells.

3.5. Patterning dECM with regionally varied stiffness to visualize HCC
stromal invasion

Encouraged by the results from the gene expression profile, we
developed a 3D bioprinted liver cancer tissue platform to aid in vi-
sualizing the potential migration and invasion of HepG2 cells into
surrounding tissues when cultured under various stiffness. The biomi-
metic design consists of three hexagonal lobules each possessing dif-
ferent stiffness that correspond to the soft, medium, and stiff scaffolds
established prior. Each hexagonal unit is interconnected with a collagen
I-based scaffold to represent the fibrous septa-like structure found in the
fibrotic liver architecture (Fig. 5A). To monitor cell invasion from each
hexagonal lobule into the surrounding collagenous septa, HepG2 cells
in each region were stained using fluorescent CellTracker™ dye (i.e.

red= soft, green=medium, yellow= stiff).
A total of four digital patterns were designed to print the final 3D

liver cancer tissue platform (Figure S4, Supporting Information) in
which three hexagonal patterns were used to print regions of three
different stiffness and the last pattern for mimicking the inter-lobule
fibrous septa. To minimize the possible effects of stiffness of the sur-
rounding septa on HepG2 cell invasion, the collagen I-based septa re-
gions were printed at similar mechanical properties as the healthy
medium stiffness dECM-based hexagon (Figure S5, Supporting In-
formation). Here, acellular constructs were first printed to test the
feasibility of this printing approach followed by the printing of cell-
embedded constructs (Fig. 5B).

Fluorescence and bright field images of the liver cancer tissue
platform were evaluated over 7 days. A minimal amount of outgrowth
from each of the hexagonal regions was observed across all conditions
following the first day of culture. After 3 and 7 days of culture, an
increased number of HepG2 cells was observed in the collagen septa
region from the stiff scaffold, whereas fewer cells were observed
crossing the septa-lobule boundary from the soft and medium condi-
tions (Fig. 5C). To quantify the area of HepG2 cell outgrowth, all three
hexagonal regions in the fluorescence images were blacked out and the
cells present in the collagen septa region was quantified (Figure S6,
Supporting Information). In this case, there was a significantly higher
area of cellular outgrowth from the stiff matrix than from the other two
conditions at 3 and 7 days (Fig. 5D). Taken together, this bioprinted
liver cancer tissue platform could be used to visualize and quantify the
invasion of HCC cells into the surrounding stromal regions. In this case,
HepG2 cells cultured in a cirrhotic mechanical environment showed the

Fig. 2. Characterization of HepG2 cells cultured in dECM-based, collagen I-based, and GelMA constructs. (A) Fluorescence images showing Live/Dead™ stain
of HepG2 cells cultured in dECM-based (dECM), collagen I-based (Col I), and GelMA constructs over 7 days (scale bar = 500 μm). (B) Fluorescence images showing
staining of E-cadherin (ECAD) and albumin (ALB) in HepG2 cells cultured in dECM-based, collagen I-based, and GelMA constructs on day 7 (scale bar = 100 μm). (C)
Gene expression analysis of MKI67, CASP8, ALB, and AFP of HepG2 cells cultured in dECM-based, collagen I-based and GelMA constructs on day 7. Error bars
represent standard error of the mean, and n = 3 for all data points. *P ≤ 0.05, **P ≤ 0.01.
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highest degree of invasion into the adjacent septa regions. These ob-
servations were consistent with their high migration and invasion po-
tential as observed at the genetic level for the stiff scaffolds.

4. Discussion

In recent studies examining liver cancer cell behavior in a cirrhotic
mechanical environment, traditional 2D plating approaches have been
met with limitations in predicting cellular responses that normally
occur in a 3D in vivo milieu [7,8]. Furthermore, current 3D models with
tunable stiffness mostly utilize simple biomaterials such as alginate and
gelatin, which poorly recapitulate the complexity of the native liver
microenvironment [10,11]. Cancer cell attachment and proliferation
has also been demonstrated to vary depending on the type of bioma-
terial used [30]. Thus, naturally-derived dECM materials that better
represent the liver ECM composition serve as an attractive candidate for
engineering tissue models for liver cancer studies. In addition, past
platforms studying liver cancer cell invasion and metastasis adopt
simplistic designs that lack a biomimetic structure or well-defined
mechanical properties, and have less physiologically relevant tissue

properties necessary for elucidating liver cancer cell migration and
invasion behavior [31]. To address these limitations, the goal of this
study was to develop photocrosslinkable liver dECM and a rapid light-
based 3D bioprinting process to pattern liver dECM with clinically re-
levant mechanical properties to serve as a biomimetic platform for HCC
progression study.

Liver dECM biomaterials have been used in in vitro liver cell culture
with increasing popularity due to its capability to provide a complex
tissue-specific ECM microenvironment [17–19]. During the preparation
of our dECM material, the preservation of liver microarchitecture and
ultrastructure was shown in addition to the successful removal of cel-
lular content. ECM proteins including GAG, collagen I, collagen IV, fi-
bronectin, and laminin were also present in the dECM-based scaffolds
demonstrating the successful preservation of key ECM components
necessary for supporting cell culture. Future application of human-
originated liver dECM materials is considered of greater benefits to the
support of human liver cell culture. Furthermore, the development of a
photocrosslinkable liver dECM-based hydrogel biomaterial enabled the
use of liver dECM for DLP-based rapid 3D bioprinting, which has not
been previously reported. Such application allows researchers to readily

Fig. 3. 3D bioprinted liver dECM-based scaffolds with tunable stiffness. (A) Digital pattern (top) with greyscale used to control the exposure time in which the
darker color corresponds to longer exposure time, and the bright field image (bottom) showing printed scaffolds using the pattern in which darker grey scale regions
represent increased stiffness (scale bar= 500 μm). (B) Bright field images showing acellular and cellularized dECM-based scaffolds with three stiffness values (scale
bar= 500 μm). (C) Plot showing the relationship between scaffold compressive modulus and printing exposure time one day after printing. n= 3 for all data points.
(D) Quantitative plot showing the compressive moduli of acellular scaffolds over 7 days. n= 3 for all data points. (E) Quantitative plot showing the compressive
moduli of cell-embedded scaffolds over 7 days. n= 5 for all data points. (F) Quantitative plot showing the average fluorescence intensity of dextran molecules
(4.4 kDa) diffused into 3D printed dECM-based scaffolds. n= 4 for all data points. (G) Quantitative plot showing the average fluorescence intensity of dextran
molecules (60–85 kDa) diffused into 3D printed dECM-based scaffolds. n= 4 for all data points. All error bars represent standard error of the mean.
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print dECM-based hydrogel constructs with pre-determined shape and
mechanical properties at high resolution within seconds.

The printed liver dECM-based scaffolds supported the culture of
encapsulated HepG2 cells over 7 days in vitro as well as the expression
of key liver genes and proteins. In particular, a similar number of viable
cells in the dECM-based and collagen I-based hydrogels demonstrated
that our liver dECM material was comparable to traditionally used
collagen I for HepG2 cell culture. Fluorescent images confirmed the
presence of liver albumin and epithelial marker in the HepG2 cell en-
capsulated dECM-based, collagen I-based, and GelMA scaffolds. These
positive results are consistent with literature findings that liver dECM,
GelMA, and collagen I support HepG2 cell and hepatocyte viability and
morphology [19,22,32]. A further evaluation of gene expression re-
vealed a better supportive role of the liver dECM-based scaffold on
HepG2 cells than collagen I-based and GelMA scaffolds, as evident by
the higher relative expression of ALB, AFP, and MKI67. This is con-
sistent with the role of decellularized ECM scaffolds as a cell-instructive
substrate to promote cell functionality and phenotype in a tissue-spe-
cific manner [33,34].

In this work, our rapid DLP-based 3D bioprinting technology en-
abled the flexible design of physiologically relevant geometries as well
as precise control over hydrogel mechanical properties. Notably, this

capability to create complex acellular and cell-embedded dECM-based
hydrogel constructs has not yet been achieved by other 3D bioprinting
platforms in liver tissue engineering [20,35]. By changing the light
exposure time, changes in stiffness can be easily controlled without
modifying the hydrogel components and thus eliminating effects con-
tributed by different material concentrations or chemical composition
on cell behavior. Furthermore, the similar diffusion profiles of dextran
molecules into soft, medium and stiff constructs suggested that in-
creased gel stiffness did not pose significant barrier to molecular dif-
fusion to encapsulated cells.

Following the establishment of a stable 3D liver dECM-based hy-
drogel platform with well-defined mechanical properties, the response
of HepG2 cells to varying degrees of stiffness was then evaluated. The
high viability of HepG2 cells observed in all conditions one day after
printing confirmed that the variation in 3D bioprinting exposure time
did not affect initial cell viability. However, a decrease in HepG2 cell
viability on day 3 and 7 of culture with considerably smaller spheroid
size indicated that there was significant growth restriction on HepG2
cells when embedded in dECM-based scaffolds with a stiffness similar to
cirrhotic liver. These findings are consistent with literature reports on
reduced viability and growth in cancer cells cultured in stiff 3D hy-
drogels [9,36]. A further evaluation on the gene expression confirmed

Fig. 4. Characterization of HCC growth and invasion potential in dECM-based scaffolds with varied stiffness. (A) Fluorescence images showing Live/Dead™
stain of HepG2 cells cultured in soft, medium, and stiff scaffolds over 7 days (scale bar = 500 μm). (B) Quantification of viable cell percentage in scaffolds of varied
stiffness before and following cell encapsulation. n = 4–5. (C) Quantitative plot showing changes in HCC spheroid size over time under soft, medium, and stiff
conditions. n = 3 for all data points. (D) Gene expression of MKI67, CASP8, ALB, and AFP of HepG2 cells cultured in soft, medium, and stiff conditions of dECM-
based scaffolds on day 7. n = 4 for all data points. (E) Gene expression of IGF2, MMP2, MPP9, and TWIST1 in HepG2 cells cultured in scaffolds of varied stiffness.
n = 4 for all data points. *P ≤ 0.05, **P ≤ 0.01. All error bars represent standard error of the mean.
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these results as attributed by the lower levels of the proliferation
marker MKI67, ALB, and AFP expression coupled with higher levels of
the apoptosis marker CASP8. Overall, a stiff scaffold similar to that of
cirrhotic liver markedly reduced liver-specific gene expression and cell
proliferation in HepG2 cells, and supports the hypothesis that a cir-
rhotic mechanical environment plays a significant role in liver function
impairment in patients with cirrhosis and HCC [37].

In addition to the effects of stiffness on HepG2 cell growth, the
impacts of the cirrhotic matrix on HepG2 cell migratory and invasive
behavior is critical in better understanding the observed increase in
liver cancer malignancy under cirrhotic conditions [2]. Significantly
elevated expression of IGF2 in HepG2 cells cultured in scaffolds with
cirrhotic liver stiffness suggests that this disease-related mechanical
environment could potentially accelerate tumor progression [28]. Both
MMP2 and MMP9 encode for key enzymes involved in degradation of
basement membrane proteins and are closely correlated to HCC tumor
invasion, metastasis, and recurrence [38]. More specifically, the high
expression of both MMP2 and MMP9 in the stiffest scaffold points to an
increased potential for migration and invasion behavior of HCC cells
due to the cirrhotic mechanical environment. In particular, significantly
higher MMP9 expression is strongly correlated to a more advanced
tumor stage and higher HCC recurrence risk [39]. These findings may

help partially explain the high mortality rate in patients with HCC since
its development is strongly coupled with liver cirrhosis [1,2]. Further-
more, the higher expression of TWIST1 in HepG2 cells cultured in both
the medium and stiff scaffolds also indicated a higher possibility of EMT
induction and HCC metastasis within a cirrhotic environment [29].

With the observed increase in migration and invasion potential of
HepG2 cells induced by the cirrhotic matrix stiffness at the genetic
level, the ability to visualize this behavior in vitro would be a valuable
tool for monitoring cancer cell dynamics under diseased conditions.
Common in vitro cancer migration and invasion platforms use tradi-
tional approaches such as scratch assays, transwell cell invasion assays,
and spheroid encapsulation invasion assays [40,41]. While these stu-
dies contribute some information on the tendency of cancer cell mi-
gration, they are very limited in providing a biomimetic 3D environ-
ment to recapitulate the stromal invasion process where liver cancer
cells demonstrate invasive growth into the portal tracts and fibrous
septa. Here, the establishment of an engineered liver cancer tissue
platform that incorporates the fibrous septa between liver nodules of
varied stiffness served as a biomimetic platform to visualize the effect of
cirrhotic matrix stiffness on the invasion of HepG2 cells into the fibrous
septa regions. In particular, the ability to rapidly and precisely pattern
different cells and biomaterials into their assigned locations using our

Fig. 5. 3D bioprinted liver cancer tissue platform with varied scaffold stiffness. (A) Schematic diagram showing the bioprinting setup of the dECM-based liver
cancer tissue platform. (B) Bright field images showing printed scaffolds without and with cells (scale bar = 500 μm). (C) Merged fluorescence and paired bright field
images showing the tracked HepG2 cell locations relative to their assigned hexagonal regions over 7 days. Red = soft, green = medium, yellow = stiff condition.
(scale bar = 500 μm). (D) Quantitative plot showing the percent area of cell invasion originating from the three different scaffolds over time. Error bars represent
standard error of the mean, and n = 5 for all data points. **P ≤ 0.01, ***P ≤ 0.001. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the Web version of this article.)
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3D bioprinting platform enabled the fabrication of the complex native
liver microarchitecture with micron scale resolution. By labelling the
cells with different fluorescent CellTracker™ dyes corresponding to
scaffolds of different stiffness, the encapsulated HepG2 cells could be
easily and clearly tracked in a visual manner for invasion behavior. In
this design, the collagen I-based septa region was chosen to have a
stiffness matched to the dECM-based hexagon of medium stiffness to
reduce any potential for spontaneous outgrowth of HepG2 cells from
the dECM-based lobules into the collagen I-based septa regions due to
abnormal mechanical properties. Furthermore, a minimal amount of
invasion of HCC occurred when they were cultured in the medium
stiffness condition, thus suggesting that the cells did not migrate to-
wards the collagen I-based septa regions because of differences in
biomaterial composition. Interestingly, a higher degree of invasion into
the surrounding septa regions of HepG2 cells originating from the stiff
hexagonal region demonstrated that HCC cells cultured in a cirrhotic
matrix stiffness were more invasive as compared to those in healthy or
softer matrices. Therefore, we conclude that the increased migratory
and invasive behavior observed from this engineered liver cancer tissue
platform is primarily due to the cirrhotic scaffold stiffness. These results
have profound implications that high stiffness alone in a cirrhotic liver
could play a significant role to potentiate cancer stromal invasion and
future metastasis. Furthermore, liver tissue mechanical property, cur-
rently used as a fibrosis diagnostic marker and HCC risk prediction
[27], could later be identified as a therapeutic target for reducing HCC
invasion and metastasis in patients with advanced fibrotic and cirrhotic
liver disease.

5. Conclusions

In this study, photocrosslinkable liver dECM with well-preserved
key ECM components was developed and readily printed into liver lo-
bule architectures using DLP-based rapid 3D bioprinting. The liver
dECM-based scaffolds not only supported cell viability but also pro-
vided a stable physiologically relevant mechanical environment. When
encapsulated in dECM scaffolds with cirrhotic stiffness, HepG2 cells
demonstrated reduced growth along with an upregulation of invasion
markers compared to healthy controls. Moreover, 3D bioprinting of
liver dECM in hexagonal nodules of varied stiffness enabled visualiza-
tion of stromal invasion behavior from the nodule with cirrhotic liver
stiffness which were consistent with findings at the genetic level.

The successful combination of this DLP-based 3D bioprinting tech-
nology with liver dECM-based hydrogels highlights the progress of the
field to a level where complex ECM materials can be utilized to create
micro-patterned scaffolds with targeted physical properties for biolo-
gical studies. Further optimization on the distribution of biomaterials
and stiffness according to clinical data as well as incorporating patient
cell sources such as primary HCC cells and other relevant non-par-
enchymal cells could open the door to establishing a more sophisticated
liver fibrosis or cirrhosis disease model with potential to serve as early
anticancer drug screening platforms. The 3D bioprinted dECM-based
platform in this study enables the visualization of the invasive response
of HCC cells in scaffolds with cirrhotic liver stiffness and demonstrates
great potential as a platform technology for pathophysiological studies
and drug screening in the future.
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